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Cuba has and will always be a place full of magic and surprises. I’ve been to Cuba before, this was my 
second visit. Signs of change since Obama’s December 17 speech were everywhere. Currently, Americans 
can travel to Cuba without hassle and the air is full of optimism and the smell of cigars. Havana is a 
seductive city of enduring beauty and exuberant nightlife, caught in a time warp between a troubled past 
and a transformative present.   
 
Most tourists stick to resort areas with little opportunity to interact with local Cubans beyond their hotel 
staff but it’s important to mingle with the locals and experience the many faces of the Cuban culture. 
Cuba is a country that appeases your senses without trying. Everywhere you look, there is an object 
for the eye, an item to lust after.  Havana is still a city of secrets and you need someone to show you the 
best places and Juan Miguel Regueifero was that person for me. Juan Miguel is a teacher, translator and 
a tour guide that knows all there is to know about Cuba. He took me to places I would have not gone to 
on my own, gave me suggestions and recommendations on what to do and has immense knowledge of 
places that only the locals would know of. 
 
Cuba’s legendary tradition of visual arts continues today, in a long line that leads from pre-revolution 
modernist masterpieces to contemporary paintings and sculptures by a number of increasingly celebrated 
Cuban artists, with international followings. Cuba is very welcoming to artists and musician.  The art being 
created in Cuba is world class.  I've never seen such quality in the arts from so many artists who have so 
little. Speaking to many of the artists, I realized how the lack of materials forces them to develop their 
intellect, to develop something from nothing.  It’s easy to work with plenty. The hard thing is to work with 
little. Because of this lack of supplies there’s an explosion of creativity.  Indeed, to be Cuban is to be 
resilient, to be creative, and to make do.  Cuba’s creativity and ingenuity is evident when you visit the 
prestigious Instituto Superior de Bellas Artes (ISA). This is the National Arts School where students are 
trained in painting, ceramics, sculpture, music and dance. ISA is considered one of the most unique 
universities and architectural achievements following the Cuban Revolution.  As for places that exemplify 
how Cuba and the arts are a powerful combination La Fabrica de Arte Cubano (F.A.C.) is the place to visit. 
This hip venue is located in the upscale neighborhood of Vedado, and occupies an old olive oil factory. It’s 
hard to pinpoint whether F.A.C. is a restaurant, club, theater or live art show, because it’s all of those in 
one.  F.A.C. is a magnificent venue with multiple gallery and performance spaces and every floor has 
Contemporary Cuban artists exhibiting their work. 
 
Besides the sun and beaches, friendly people, rum and cigars and the vintage cars, one of the 
memorable experiences about visiting Cuba is the music.  Almost everywhere you go, any time of 
day, there is music - and with music comes dancing.  As for food places to eat, I highly recommend El 
Presidente Restaurante and Bar at Malecón #23 e/Prado y Cárcel, they had the best commercial Cuban 
food with a professional staff and amazing views of Malecón and Morro that are priceless.  
 
Cuba needs to be experienced. It’s a country of contradictions that continues to mystify visitors. I 
recommend a visit to this magical island. Cuba will always be in my heart and on my mind. It is one of my 
favorite places in the world. Many wonder how is it possible that Cuba, with its tumultuous history and 
years of oppression and an embargo that has lasted over 50 years still be a jewel in the Caribbean and the 
answer is simple: It’s Cuba. Anything is possible. 
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